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Welcome and thank you for taking the time to read about our vision for Abbey Multi Academy Trust. I am delighted to present the Strategic
Development Plan for the Trust which sets out our priorities and objectives for the next 3 years.
The overarching aim for the Trust is to create academies that provide an environment which is welcoming, caring, calm, disciplined and
purposeful and which, within a caring and Christian ethos, will stretch our young people academically, support them pastorally and help
them develop socially and spiritually.
As a Board, our responsibility is for the strategic direction of the Trust. We see collaboration as the key to building a strong and confident
Trust. Our structures and processes will continue to evolve to support and develop the Trust to benefit all our students and staff.
We believe in allowing each Academy to retain its own distinct voice and identity, supporting all with efficient and effective Central Services
and expertise. All our Academies are focused and innovative with School Improvement Practices sharing best practice and developing
deep partnerships that will embed consistent levels of student outcomes and ensure progress.
We believe passionately that education, at every stage of the student journey, is about the development and nurture of the whole child. The
environment of the Trust is designed to encourage creativity, physical excellence and academic achievement so that they are ready to take
their place in the world and bring their contribution to society.

I hope the following pages give you a flavour of who we are and what we’re aiming to do over next 2-3 years.
Should you require any further information or wish to arrange a visit to Abbey MAT our contact details are
available on the website.
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I am very pleased to introduce the
year period including our priorities and growth plan during this time.

This plans sets out our strategic objectives over this 3

Abbey MAT Board’s vision is to develop a high performing Multi Academy Trust that delivers the very best educational experience for
pupils from 3 - 19 in both church and non-denominational schools. This document sets out how we will grow, develop, support and
improve our Academies across the wide and diverse geographical area of the Leeds Diocese, with a clear and unrelenting focus on raising
standards, encouraging innovation and strengthening the ethos of the Trust to ensure that we have a positive impact on all the young
people within the Trust.
Abbey Multi Academy Trust, is also recognised by the DfE as an Academy Sponsor. This means that through the Trust, we are held
accountable for sponsored schools who join us to ensure improvement in outcomes and taking responsibility for their performance and
financial arrangements.
Abbey MAT is supported by a strong Trust Board who provide effective support and the challenge required to ensure that we build on our
track record of excellence to provide strategic partnerships to improve quality, share best practice, operate effectively and efficiently. We
have a cost effective organisation and a business model that delivers efficiency, so that all our students benefit from enhance resources
created by effectives economies of scale.
We hope this publication gives you an insight into Abbey MAT and our ambitions and aspirations, through our strategic development, to
deliver a transformational effect on the lives of young people entrusted to our care.
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Our vision, as set out in our ‘Vision Statement’ has been shaped through the identification of a number of key thoughts and assumptions that
will build a framework within which Abbey MAT will operate. As a Diocesan Multi Academy Trust we are committed to working within a caring
and Christian ethos. The vision for the Academies is:

“

”

Our vision is that the Academies, supported through Abbey MAT, will provide an environment which is welcoming, caring, calm, disciplined,
and purposeful and which will stretch our young people academically, support them pastorally and help them develop socially and spiritually.

We are committed to raising the skills base across the communities by ensuring a
focus on quality, encouraging innovation through research and strengthening the
ethos of the Academies as distinctive schools within their respective communities.
Our framework will strive to maintain Academies which will retain their own
independent culture and ethos, whilst operating within a strategic partnership to
improve quality, share best practice and operate effectively and efficiently. As a
successful Multi Academy Trust we will work in partnership to bring about an
environment and culture where, through school to school support, each will flourish
and be involved in shaping the partnership.
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Vision continued….
It is our privilege to educate, nurture and empower our pupils ensuring an entitlement to progress, achievement, learning skills and the
curriculum.

Every pupil at Abbey MAT will be treated as an individual and with respect. We recognise each individual created in the image of God and
therefore we will respect the unique and intrinsic value of every person, promoting equality and celebrating diversity We believe everyone
should gain dignity and self-worth through quality teaching and learning which will allow all pupils in our academies to excel and achieve their
potential.



Have a positive effect on the young people in the geographical area of the Leeds
Diocese, through the development of a family of provision, from age 3 to 19, aimed
at providing outstanding education and training, within an engaged community;



Focus on achievement so that all will achieve in line with national norms and the
great majority will outstrip this, breaking down barriers to underachievement and
ensuring that disadvantage does not create barriers to success;



Ensure quality teaching with commitment to our learners;



Nurture and support all pupils through outstanding pastoral systems rooted in
mutually respectful relationships;



Ensure curriculum provision which includes access to additional experiences and opportunities for leadership and empowerment to build
self esteem and confidence, strengthening their view of themselves and their place in the world.
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Vision continued….



Ensure that there is a wide-ranging curriculum entitlement with appropriate focus on literacy,

communication and numeracy. This includes the active use of a learning platform and new
technologies which facilitates cross-curricular and enquiry-based learning.;


Ensure that the curriculum provides progression, cohesion and rigour and enable learners to
acquire appropriate skills and qualifications;



Strive for excellence in all areas of Academy life by developing the skills and knowledge of all
our learners both inside and outside the classroom;


Enable learners to develop their active contribution to the wider society to
enhance their opportunities for lifelong learning.



Ensure that the needs of disadvantaged learners are addressed to
improve their engagement, aspirations and social mobility;



Ensure the delivery of this provision through strong and effective

leadership at all levels which will be enhanced through our active
partnerships between primary and secondary academies, the
Anglican Diocese of Leeds, link universities, social enterprise
partnerships and our local communities.
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As a Multi Academy Trust we have clear strategic aims built on our mission and values. Our three year Strategic Development Plan sets out the
following objectives to ensure that as a Trust the public, parents and stakeholders have confidence in our approach. We aim to deliver the best
in:



To ensure that the Board of Directors of Abbey MAT acts on behalf of its moral and legal owners in the best interests of the Trust.
Governing lawfully in accordance with its Articles of Association and having governance arrangements that demonstrate legitimate
and visionary leadership, clarity of governing and managerial relationships, effective oversight, adequate support structures for
sustainability and to achieve the greatest possible economies.



To ensure that our Academies provide the very best teaching in order to promote and provide high quality learning for our children
and young people and that there is support in place for teachers to achieve this and make a difference to our students.



To implement a CPD programme, based on the Research, for our Academies to ensure that our staff have the right skills to further
raise standards, deliver good teaching and learning, and disseminate good practice to ensure rapid improvement.



To ensure that there is a rigorous and robust programme of Quality Assurance and self evaluation that helps to support teachers,
build expertise and capacity and raise standards in our Academies to deliver positive outcomes for students.



To ensure that the Trust has business arrangements that are efficient and effective to enable it to deliver on its commitments to grow,
prosper and deliver value for money across all of our operations. Delivering best practice, minimisation of risk and for management of
resources to be concentrated on the front line of our Academies.
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As a charitable Trust, our Board ensure that they comply with charity and company law requirements.
The Board of Abbey MAT has two core functions, that is to set the strategic direction of the organisation and ensure financial probity.
As a Multi Academy Trust, the Board of Abbey MAT is responsible for all of the Academies in the Trust. We do this by delegating functions
to the Local Governing Body of each Academy through a Scheme of Delegation.
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The Board believes that best results will be achieved when each Academy’s Local Governing Body receives a level of responsibility and
autonomy appropriate to its specific circumstances.
Where an Academy is Good or Outstanding minimal day-today supervision by Abbey MAT is needed and the Local Governing Body will
operate according to the agreed Scheme of Delegation. Where the Academy is in an Ofsted category there will be close supervision of the
Academy by Abbey MAT through its Officers and Central Team. An academy which is Special Measures will operate under the direct authority
of the Trust Board through an Advisory Board and will be directly accountable to the Trust Board.



Prepared and equipped to take their responsibilities seriously



Acknowledged by the lead professionals in the Academies and accountable to the Trust Board



Supported by the appropriate authorities in that task



Willing and able to monitor and review their own performance



Act in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation and Code of Conduct for Governors



Reviewing, monitoring and recommending the Academy Improvement Plan



Reviewing the effectiveness and delivery of education through the Quality of Teaching and Learning



Monitoring and reviewing Progress and Attainment against KPIs



Reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness of the Curriculum



Reviewing the budget to ensure Financial Compliance
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The development and monitoring of all aspects of the Trust’s education provision comes under the remit of the Director of Education,
Catherine Garrett, who ensures provision through two directorates: (1) Effectiveness and (2) Performance and Standards.

The development of Teaching and Learning and curriculum provision is led by Jon-Paul Craig, Head of Effectiveness (Secondary) and
Ella Besharati, Head of Effectiveness (Primary). They work with teams of academy based Lead Practitioners and Specialist Leaders of
Education (SLE) who support the enhancement of performance and the development of research practices throughout the trust. This will
provide excellent opportunities for leadership development for key personnel in those academies. Links will be developed and high
quality CPD will be organised to ensure enhancement of teaching and learning. This partnership work is fundamental to our ethos within
Abbey MAT.
Heads of Effectiveness are responsible for monitoring and evaluating the performance of support so that appropriate development can
be planned and delivered to Academies. This will be reported to the Board regularly.
The development and success of our Central Education team has meant that Abbey MAT has succeeded in achieving a Strategic School
Improvement Fund this work on narrowing the gap for disadvantaged pupils in English through effective school leadership and teacher
development, is led by our Project Leader, Katie North who works within the Directorate of Effectiveness. This project is called the PEaRL
English Project.
[See Annexe 2 for an organogram of the Central Education Team ]
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We will start by ensuring we know our Academies. This will include data analysis, looking at all documentation
and assessment data, including Self Evaluation, Ofsted reports and undertaking an in-school audit of provision.
An integrated approach will be carried out together with the Academy, taking
full account of their own self-evaluation and identified priorities. We will also
establish the Academy’s own areas of strength and expertise that can be
shared across Abbey MAT and, in particular, the skills of staff within the
Academy.
Our Academies will have access to shared services provided by the Trust.
Where Academies are not already Good or Outstanding Abbey MAT will
facilitate a high quality, bespoke package of support.
This Directorate is supported in its work by a Data Manager and Head of External Examinations and Assessment.
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A key strategy is to promote and develop the Trust and the services we offer to a wider cohort of Academies. This service offers support
in all aspects of Finance, HR, Health and Safety, Facilities and Estates, Governance and Compliance and IT. This means that our
Academies can focus on improving teaching and learning and delivering educational excellence. The Head of Finance and Corporate
Services and the Chief Financial Officer is Ian Harmer.



Identify the key services required by Academies joining Abbey MAT and develop clear
specifications for commissioning such services.



Develop Central Corporate Services according to identified need of the members of the
Trust.



Work closely with the Diocesan Board of Education and other partners to understand the
range of solutions they can support their Academies with but continue to develop the
clear distinction between the role of Abbey MAT and the other work of the Diocese.



Develop and document our offer and entry criteria to each type of academy/school likely
to consider joining Abbey MAT.
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Vision and Ethos


The Trust has a clear 3 to 5 year vision which has been used to identify strategic
priorities.



All Academies to be graded as Good or better in Section 48 inspections where
applicable



To strengthen and develop links and collaborative partnerships which benefit our
students, staff and communities across the MAT.



To ensure and embed the mission of the MAT in all its academies to work:
‘In Partnership to Educate, Nurture and Empower’

Academic Standards


All primary Academies to be at or above the national average for expected progress
in Reading, Writing and Mathematics and a Key Stage 2 value added score in the top
25% of primary schools nationally.



All secondary Academies to attain at, or above, the national average for students
attaining A* - C in English and Maths and a Progress 8 score in the top 25% of
secondary schools nationally.



The gap between Pupil Premium and Non-Pupil Premium children (on the above two
measures) to be below the national average.
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Teaching and Learning


The Academy Effectiveness Directorate to work across all Academies delivery on
the annual plan.



The Virtual Middle Academy to develop and sustain teaching and learning and
transition practice for all staff and students according to annual plans.



To provide engaging learning experiences that enable learners to achieve their
potential.

Personal Development, Behaviour and Welfare



To maintain and further develop a caring environment that is safe, positive
behaviour and attitudes for learning and upholds the Christian foundation
of the Trust.



Overall attendance in all Academies to be above national average and in
the top 40% of schools nationally.



Persistent absence to be below national average in all Academies.



The level of permanent and fixed term exclusions (as a percentage of the
pupil group and enrolment) to be below national averages.
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Recruitment and Retention


All Academies to be over subscribed for entry into reception and Year 7 as
appropriate.



All Academies to be full in all year groups.



All Academies to have a full staffing establishment in September of each
academic year.



The number of staff leaving due to retirement and promotion is greater than
all other reasons for leaving the Trust’s employment.

Governance


Full and timely submission of Annual Report to Companies House.



Attendance at full Board and Committee meetings to average 90%
or higher over the academic year.



Formal Schemes of Delegation are produced and reviewed
annually.

Finance and Central Services


The Trust to maintain an annual outturn of between 3-5% of its annual income.



Audit reports identify no high risk aspects to the functioning of the Trust or its
Academies.



Rolling 3 year finance and capital strategies are used to make key spending decisions
and identify efficiencies.
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On our journey to deliver against the 3 year Strategic Development Plan in 2017-20 we will focus on:

3.
Each Academy within the MAT is able to identify, in its own Improvement Planning, how it is supporting these overall objectives.
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1. Enhancing
the governance
of the Abbey
MAT Board and
LGBs

Agree a 3 year Corporate Business
Plan for the period 2017 – 2020 to
include one year progress measures

Trust Board meets four times per
year.

CEO

December
2017

Chair

Ongoing

Chair/CEO

July 2018

Committees will meet 3 times per
year.

Continued analysis of any skills gaps
recruitment process instigated where
identified

Ongoing

19

The Trust Board are supported
ensuring that a framework is
established and maintained for
optimising the employment of all the
resources available to the Trust to
enable it to meet its business and
financial objectives

Governance

Records of meetings show
appropriate attendance and
completion

Governance

Board is continually refreshed with
the right skill set to drive forward the
organisation

Recruitment and
retention

1. Enhancing
the governance
of the Abbey
MAT Board and
LGBs
Contd.

Further improve any weaknesses in
our Local Governing Bodies to
ensure better performing Academies.
Governors are recruited and
developed.

Agree a scheme of delegation to
ensure that the Local Governing
Body (LGB) is able to function &
supports and challenges the Principal
to deliver outstanding education

Chair/CEO

Ongoing

Ongoing

CEO

Ensure appropriate on-going training
and support for governance, in
particular to the Chair of the LGB and
newly appointed governors.

CEO

Ensure that Local Governing Bodies
provide regular reports to the Abbey
MAT Board on the performance of the
Academy

Chair of
Governors

Ongoing
Level 1
completed by
July 2018
KPI reports 3
times per year
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Local Governing Bodies have the
right balance of skills and experience
along with clear training plans and
processes in place to effectively carry
out their role.

Governance

Processes are open and transparent
acknowledging individual and
collective accountability to the Abbey
MAT Board, according to the
Scheme of Delegation.

Academic
Standards

LGB’s provide first level scrutiny and
challenge on behalf of Trust Directors

LGB’s provide first level scrutiny and
challenge of KPIs and report via
Director of Education to trustees

Recruitment and
retention

Governance

Academic
standards
Vision and ethos

Priority 2016—17

What will we do

Lead

Timescale

What will success look like

Enhancing the

Agree a 3 year Corporate Business
Plan for the period 2016 – 2019 to
include one year progress measures

CEO

September
2016

The Trust Board are supported

governance of the

Abbey MAT Board
Implement the Abbey MAT Academy
2. Academy
Effectiveness Strategy and
and LGBs
Improvement
Development Plan
& Effectiveness

CEO/DoE

As per plan

ensuring that a framework is established and maintained for optimisAll Academies will be judged Good or Academic
ing the employment of
Outstanding by both Ofsted and by Standards
SIAMs within 3 years
joining theavailable to the
all theofresources
Trust
Trust to enable it to meet its busi-

Each Academy joining the Trust will
CEO
undergo a school performance
review, via Trust
the Director
Education,
Boardofmeets
four times per
to assess year.
the current position of
T e a c h i n g a n d L e ar ni n g a n d
performance
against pupilwill
progress
Committees
meet 3 times per

On entry to
the Trust

All teaching withinness
our Academies
will
and financial
be good or better within 3 years of
joining the Trust. objectives

Teaching and
Learning

Chair

Ongoing
Progress and attainment in our

Ongoing

Governance
the management of risk to
Our Academies stands
will demonstrate
g o o d l e a d e r sthe
h i pTrust
, i n cand
l u dhas
i n g in place mitigatNovember
governance. Inspirational
leadership
ing actions to tolerate and control
will be shared across Academies
2016

year.

Academies will not only exceed floor
targets but will be comparable with
the very best for pupil progress and
outcomes

Academic
standards

The Abbey MAT Board fully under-

Each Academy produces a robust
Trust Board develops and resources
self-evaluation procedure to ensure DoE, CEO,
t h a t j u dsub-committees:
g e m e n t s o f s c h o o l CoG
performance are accurate and
Finance & Audit Committee
highlight strengths and development
areas
Standards Committee
Undertake an audit of leadership DoE/ CEO
skills and expertise within each
Academy and across the MAT to
Continued
of any skills
identify strengths
and analysis
development
gaps recruitment process instigated
areas

CEO

April
CEO2018

CEO

DoE/ HoEs

July
Our2016
Academies will be able to

Recruitment
accurately self-evaluate and will have and Retention
Board improvement
is continually refreshed with
a culture of continued
Teaching and
and high aspiration
the right skill set to drive
forward
Learning

the organisation

where identified

Provide coaching and mentoring
programmes through effective
utilisation of our Lead Practitioners

such risks

According to
Chair/CEO
need
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Ongoing
High quality

professional
development of staff will mean that
our Academies will attract and retain
the very best teachers

Teaching and
Learning

Which 3 year
objective does
this meet
Corporate Governance

Priority 2016—17

What will we do

Lead

Timescale

What will success look like

Enhancing the

Agree a 3 year Corporate Business
Plan for the period 2016 – 2019 to
include one year progress measures

CEO

September
2016

The Trust Board are supported

governance of the

Abbey MAT Board
To develop a high quality PEARL offer
2. Academy
and ensure that this is used across
and LGBs
Improvement
the MAT and generates potential to
& Effectiveness
become marketed to other school/
academies/education providers

DoE/ PL/
CEO

As per plan

situations

To use the SSIF Project funding in
PL
Board meets
partnershipTrust
with Teamworks
TSA,four
to times per
year.through to KS4 to
work from EYFS
improve outcomes for disadvantaged
Committees will meet 3 times per
students in English. The PEaRl
year.will work across three
English Project
strands: school leadership,
classroom teaching and teaching
assistants. Trust
The programme
uses an and resources
Board develops
in terms of how
to
develop
and
sub-committees: shift
teacher practice and learning and in
Finance
Audit Committee
terms of effective
practice&within
English teaching.

Ongoing to
March 2019

Chair

DoE

Continued analysis of any skills
gaps recruitment
instigated
Termly monitoring
of standards process
and
DoE
where
identified
performance of each academy
leading to an identification of need.
Areas for improvement addressed by
the support package/CPD delivered
by Head of Effectiveness (Primary)
and the LPs

all the resources available
to and
the
Teaching
Trust to enable it to Learning
meet its business and financial

Using an evidence
supported Teaching and
objectives
approach, both terms of how to Learning
Ongoing
develop and shift teacher practice
and learning and in terms of effective
Recruitment
practice within English teaching, will
and retention
show impact of English development
thr ough evaluation pr oc esses
The Abbey MAT Board fully underidentified in project..

stands the management of risk to
the Trust and has in place mitigating actions to tolerate and control
such risks

CEO

November
2016

Ongoing

July
2016provide an objective lens to
diocese)

Standards Committee

Use external partner(s) to validate
judgements and support with selfevaluation where pertinent.

ensuring that a framework is established and maintained for optimisPEaRL can be used and applied to Academic
ing the employment of
other contexts and used in other standards

Identified external partners (including

CEO
CEO

Termly

Chair/CEO
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Academy
Standards

be used to help mitigate any risks the
Board is continually refreshed with
Trust faces

the right skill set to drive forward
the organisation

Ongoing monitoring of standards
enables key issues such as
Ongoing
underperformance of cohorts/key
groups to be quickly identified and
effective support put in place to
address potential risks.

Academy
Standards

Which 3 year
objective does
this meet
Corporate Governance

3. Financial management

business efficiencies and
effectiveness

Implement a framework of
financial planning, treasury
management, systems to enable
the proper management of the
financial resources within the
organisation

Director
F&CS

January 18

Business management structures,
systems and ways of working
enable trust resources (whether
finance, staff, buildings, systems or
IT) are primarily directed to
supporting the learner and not back
offices or administrative activities.

Governance
Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

Business management structures
under constant review to ensure
that they continue to meet the
needs of the MAT and that they
remain cost effective.
Revised structures now proposed
for both Facilities & Estates

Set a realistic service support
grant contribution for each
Academy

CEO/TB

Prior to each
conversion

Implement Civica Financials for
the MAT & Academies following
evaluation

Director
F&CS

January
2018

Specify and procure School
Improvement and corporate
services Services for schools and
academies in and outside of the
MAT

Director
F&CS

Ongoing
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Rate of costs may need review on
basis of support required

Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

Plans for full transfer to take place
by the end of the calendar year will
ensure seamless transition for all
academies and users.

Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

All commissioned services whether
from third parties or the Trust staff
have added value over time to the
learner and to the business
ensuring they are effective, efficient
and avoid duplic ati on and
unnecessary bureaucracy.

Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

3. Financial management
business efficiencies and
effectiveness

Consolidate each Academy’s
accounts and support Academy
Business Managers to ensure
they comply with Abbey MAT and
DfE finance regulations

Director
F&CS

Ongoing

Develop improved financial
understanding across the Trust, to
ensur e ac c ountabilit y and
transparency around the impacts
of funding and increased payroll
costs

Director
F&CS

July 2018

Constant review of registers of
enlarged trust and embedding a
considered Risk Register with
support of external providers

Director
F&CS &
CEO

July 2018

As per EFSA
Cycle

All Academies on consolidated into
Trust wide report which highlights
the position of each Academy
within the overall figure.
In addition a separate set of
accounts for Trust central services
so that the costs of these services
remain transparent.
Reports will be constantly reviewed
and improved where appropriate to
improve financial understanding
across the Trust.

Governance

Clear understanding and
corresponding planning to ensure
viability of growth with local and
national financial restrictions and
funding streams

Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

Revised risk registers at Academy,
Central Services & Trust levels, so
that there is an integrated and
comprehensive view on risk across
the Trust.

Governance

As well as current practice with
Trustees, Risk Registers to be
shared on a rolling basis with SLT’s,
LGB’s and Trust committees.
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Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services

Finance and
Central
Corporate
Services
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Reduced school budgets impact on the Trust’s and its Academies’ capacity to
offer a high quality education.

Develop three year rolling budgets to enable early identification of possible
issues
Share resources across the Trust and use the bulk buying power of the Trust to
reduce costs

Failure to recruit or retain sufficient high quality school leaders, teachers or
support staff impacts of the Trust’s and its Academies’ ability to achieve high
standards and levels of achievement.

Early recruitment to secure best available staff
Work with TSA & SD to secure high quality graduates in difficult to recruit
subject areas
Annual workload survey and response to ensure the Trust and its Academies
are desirable places to work
Build and promote a positive culture within the Trust and its Academies to
ensure high levels of retention of current staff

Impact of low standards or levels of achievement on parental confidence,
reputation, pupil numbers or Ofsted grading.

Make the quality of teaching and learning the primary focus of the Trust, its
leadership teams and staff
Develop and implement a quality assurance programme across the Trust to
identify and correct issues at an early stage
Invest in the training of development of staff to ensure high quality teaching and
learning

Lack of succession planning for positions of Chair or Vice Chair of the Trust
Board, CEO/Executive Principal, Principal of the Academies and leaders of
Central teams

Ensure different Directors are Chairs and Vice Chairs of the Trust’s Committees
Monitor and promote Directors’ attendance at training events
Create bespoke Leadership Development pathways for senior staff with a view
to headship and Executive Headship
Ensure and continue relationships with external and consultancy support to
mitigate and provide ongoing external evaluations

Impact of adverse publicity resulting from inappropriate pupil, staff or director
activity on parental confidence, reputation, pupil numbers or Ofsted grading.

Ensure suitable policies relating to Pupil Behaviour, Safeguarding, E-Safety are
up to date and known
Make the quality of teaching and learning the primary focus of the Trust, its
leadership teams and staff
Develop and implement a quality assurance programme across the Trust to
identify and correct issues at an early stage
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Annexe 4
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